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Green 46 69

Amber 12 18

Red 3 4
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Quarter 1 Quarter 2 RAG Rating
Red; Amber; Green

Commentary

Reduce the organisations carbon emissions in line 
with the carbon management plan. 

Lead Climate Change Board Lee Hill

Green

Quarter 2 Carbon Update Report sets this out in full, but the highlights are: Consumption across the July to 
September period continues to show significant reductions from the effect of Covid-19 on working practises; 
down 30% overall vs 2019/20. 
Consumption is also down 25% compared to the previous quarter, primarily a result of reduced heating and 
power requirements during the summer period, with a slight increase back into September. 
Travel related carbon has displayed particularly favourable reductions, with a 70% decrease retained into 
September. 

Become a Carbon Literate certified organisation. Lead % of staff trained.

Sustainability Team Leader Rachel Carruthers Explore routes for training Deliver 1st phase of training for 
20 key officers.

Green 17 staff attended training in Sept 2020.  Require 1 Executive Director level or above to be trained and can then 
apply for certification.  Attended workshop on new CL Toolkit for Local Authorities and this is preferred route to 
deliver further inhouse training.

Increase the amount of staff who work flexibly on a 
regular basis

Lead

Director for HR and OD Colin Chadwick Gather feedback from the Covid-
19 reflective practice tool

Explore and maximise how technology can enable 
us to work in a way that reduce carbon emissions 

Lead

Head of I.T. Stewart Laird Green We have a number of server and infrastructure components that will shortly be entering their renewal horizon. 
Our key objective remains Cloud first – this means that we will be looking to consolidate and simplify server and 
software infrastructure, moving to a cloud environment where possible, or alternatively achieving 
consolidation/third party hosting to support our ambition to close our datacentre, but also to support wider 
economies of scale in minimising climate impacts from server and storage technologies

Reduce the amount of miles travelled by car based 
business travel

Lead Total business mileage

Director for HR and OD Colin Chadwick gather feedback from the Covid-
19 reflective practice tool and 
impacts on need to travel

Increase the proportion of WSCC business mileage 
travelled by walking, cycling and public transport

Lead
% of  non car based business 

mileage

Director for HR and OD Colin Chadwick gather feedback from the Covid-
19 reflective practice tool and 
impacts on need to travel

We will increase the use of pool bikes on the fleet Lead
Utilisation of pool bikes as a 

% of available hires

Fleet Manager Jian James Seek additional funding to 
purchase additional bikes

Red Low level of requests for the bike pool. There are insufficient funds to repair current bikes. 
Considering promoting use of the bike fleet more actively perhaps through a spring campaign.

Develop a phased fleet transition plan to move our 
fleet to electric, or other ultra low emission vehicle 

type.
Lead

% of ULEV's on our whole 
fleet (Corporate and Fire and 

Rescue)

Fleet Manager Jian James tbc Green we had completed a fleet upgrade prior to lockdown whereby the manual petrol Rio's and i30's  have been 
replaced by approx 42 hybrid automatic Yaris and Corolla's to complement the Auris estate hybrids and all 
electric Zoe's already on the fleet .These have been utlilised at County Hall and the Hubs 

Enable public accessible EV chargepoints for 
residents of West Sussex

Enable Supplier Appointed

Director of Environment and 
Public Protection

Ruth O'Brien Green The tender was released to the market at the end of July. 6 of the 7 District/Borough Councils are named as 
partners. Completed tenders were submitted by 30th September, and are currently being evaluated. 

Promote the benefits of EV's and the grants 
available to support a switch

Inspire

Sustainability Team Leader Ruth O'Brien Amber It was hoped that we would be able to hold an EV Event in Horsham in partnership with the Energy Saving Trust 
and Horsham District Council. The event would be primarily targeting staff, but also be available to local people 
and businesses too. With the changing rules regarding Covid the event has been postponed. We will review in 
January to make a decision if a further postponement is required, but it looks likely. This will jeopardise the 
funding EST would have used to deliver the event.

Review and update the WS Energy Strategy to 
define how we will enable the decarbonisation of 

commercial transport.
Enable

Energy Services Manager Sandra Norval Amber Development of the Strategy has begun, engagement is underway with a number of organisations whose 
strategies will imfluence or impact upon this. The decarbonisation of commercial transportpillar is likely to 
include energy provision for EV charging, hydrogen options and green biofuel options.

Review and update the WS Energy Strategy, to 
inform our future role regarding community uptake 

of renewables.
Enable

Energy Services Manager Sandra Norval Amber As above, this aspect will be covered in the economic benefit and energy resilience pillars.

Increase renewable heating solutions to tenants of 
social housing

Enable

Energy Services Manager Sandra Norval Tender published Red Preferred social housing provider unable to support scheme owing to complexity and Operation & Maintenance 
obligations. In discussion with alternative socail housing providers. 

Provide a solar / battery / chargepoint solution for 
business operating fleet vehicles in the county 

Enable

Energy Services Manager Sandra Norval Tender published Amber Tenders drafted for procurement of a provider for Work Package 8 of SmartHubs and Procurement authorised 
by Procurement Board. Awaiting sign off to procure from Capital Assets Board and Cabinet Member.

Provide a domestic solar and battery solution for 
residents of West Sussex

Enable

Energy Services Manager Sandra Norval Tender published Amber As above, surveys are being undertaken through the county council's Multi Disciplinary Consultancy (MDC) 
providers, Faithful & Gould. 

We will promote and encourage renewable energy 
solutions on Business Parks in the county 

Enable

Energy Services Manager Sandra Norval LECSEA project approved by Interreg 
2 Seas Programme (Local Energy 
Communities for the 2 Seas region)

Green LECSea project has been initiated, recruitment fo the PM role is in development and will soon be advertised

Develop a Solar PV group purchasing scheme for 
local homeowners to purchase low cost solar

Enable

Energy Services Manager Sandra Norval Finalise inter authority 
agreement between 

participating local authorities

Green Inter Authority Agreement has been signed and auction has been opened for solar providers to bid against.

Seek and secure external funding, match 
contributions, and private sector investment to 

deliver renewable energy projects
Enable

Energy Services Manager Sandra Norval £697,649 at the end of 19/20 Green BISEPS, LECSea and SmartHubs projects are continuing to develop the busienss case for external funding in 
renewable energy projects in the county. 

Target / Milestones

Measure Responsible Officer Reporting Officer Baseline

2020/21
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WSCC RoleActions To DeliverKey Commitments Objectives

We will reduce the carbon 
associated with road-based 

transport

We will increase the amount of renewable energy used and 
generated in West Sussex.

We will reduce the impact of any 
remaining road travel.

We will use technological 
solutions to avoid the need for 

travel

We will mitigate the effects of climate change by 
reducing carbon emissions

We will be a net carbon zero organisation by 2030



Embed the recommendations from the Code of 
Practice for Well-managed Highway Infrastructure 

into our ways of working to ensure that our 
highway network is resilient to climate change

Lead

Head of Highway Engineering Jane Glue Recruit to business assurance 
team

Green The vast majority of the recuruitment has been completed, but we still need to recruit an additional Business 
Analyst and three Apprentices.

We will understand the importance of secure water 
resources to our organisation and to the county, 

understand what our role is, and identify the staff 
skills and resource needed to contribute to this 

agenda. 

Lead

Sustainability Team Leader Catherine Cannon Review our role with internal 
stakeholders, identifying current 
opportunities and how we could 
add value

Green This work has not yet started. Proposed to start in Q3. 

We will understand the profile of risk posed to 
West Sussex by climate change and take 

appropriate action to protect our operation and 
services.

Lead

Sustainability Team Leader Lee Hill Prepare a UKCIP18 climate 
change profile for the county

Green Profile completed (additional update to be added late October using new Met Office strom intensity tool). Now 
progressing to Q3 milestone by forming basis of risk measurement for projections, to enable enagement with 
service areas.

Ensure that the commitments in the Climate 
Change Strategy are embedded into, and delivered 
through, the Positive Legacy Element of the West 
Sussex Covid-19 Recovery Co-ordination Group 

Guidance, Structure and Principles. 

Lead

Chief Executive Officer Martin Funnell Programme and timetable 
agreed.

Green Positive legacy elements were being embedded into structure and principles of the West Sussex location based 
recovery of the SRF Recovery Coordinating Group - however due to an increased 'Response' to Covid-19, the RCG 
has been suspended. This action to be progressed when SCG re-establishes the RCG.

We will meet the 'Maturing Adaptation' standard in 
the LAAP/ADEPT Good Guide to Adaptation

Lead Standard Met

Sustainability Team Leader Lee Hill - Complete assessment of 
progress to date

Green Current WSCC position against the Maturing Adaptation standard reviewed and targets for meeting 
recommendations under the standard set out up to 2023/24. Now moving forward to defining work programme 
that will enable WSCC to meet 2020/21  priority recommendations.

Modify and enhance the IT Strategy to include 
climate change adaptation considerations. 

Lead

Head of I.T. Stewart Laird Green The next significant update to IT Strategy is intended to occur early in 2021 – it is anticipated that we will further 
draw out climate considerations and specific actions in this revision

We will plan for the financial 
impacts of climate change

We will prioritise solutions to 
adapt and protect where most 
needed, to reduce the risks for 

the most vulnerable in our 
communities.

We will use our organisations' climate change 
profile to shape our work with communities and 

businesses to reduce their risks
Enable Sustainability Team Leader Lee Hill

Green Q3 target under the action will commenced in line with broader service area engagement using the completed 
UKCP18 West Sussex profile. 

Publish the West Sussex Fire Response Service 
Integrated Risk Management Plan with climate 

change at the centre of every aspect of prevention, 
planning and response. 

Lead

Chief Fire Officer Garry Collins Set timeline for public 
consultation and draft content

Publish a new county-wide Flood Risk Management 
Strategy 2021 - 2026

Lead

Flood Risk Team Leader Kevin Macknay Amber Awaiting final draft from consultants prior to public consultation. Delayed due to COVID-19.
Consultation planned for end of this year. Approval by full council and publication planned for March 2021.

Engage, seek to learn from and influence related 
national policy through the LAAP, including its 

DEFRA 2050 Adaption Vision workstream.
Lead

Support of LAAP 
Workstreams, Learnings 

Gained

Sustainability Team Leader Lee Hill Commence support of the Defra 
2050 Vision LAAP workstream

Amber Successfully supporting LAAP group where able, however LAAP have delayed commencement of planned 
workstreams. Therefore initial enagement on the outline 2050 vision has taken place, though the focused 
workstream focus has not yet commenced Commencement anticipated during Q3. 

We will support the Sussex Association of Inshore 
Fisheries and Conservation Authorities in their 

ambition to realise the carbon storage opportunity 
of restored kelp forest.

Enable

Sustainability Team Leader Catherine Cannon Support the passage of the 
nearshore Trawling Byelaw 
through Government

Green The Cabinet Member for the Environment wrote to the Secretary of State urging him to support the Byelaw, 
which would unlock this potential. The Byelaw has yet to be considered by Defra. 

Develop and deliver a Tree Strategy for the County Lead

Team Manager, Environment 
and Heritage

Don Baker Green  The Tree Plan is currently out to external consultation.

 We will prioritise natural flood 
solutions to protect people and 

property.

Sustainable Urban Drainage Schemes (SuDS) will be 
the first choice solution for developments where 

appropriate
Lead

Team Leader Flood Risk Manager Ray Drabble Work with developers to 
promote the use of SUDS

Green The LLFA saw the implementation of the 1st WSCC initiated SuDS scheme at Bourne Community College this 
year; aimed to be a template for similar schemes going forward.  The LLFA Policy for the Management of Surface 
Water has been updated. The LLFA is engaging in a unique partnership with BDW homes to redesign their 
development scheme to allow a key component of the Angmering Flood Alleviation Scheme to be realised.

We will increase access to nature.
Support community groups and residents to lead 

on projects to enhance their local green spaces
Enable

Communities Team Sue Furlong Green The work is related to the Wildflower Verges initiative through Highways Improving local Places and Spaces that 
we had started to develop end of 2019 and early 2020 before March. This was put on hold due to the medical 
emergency. 

Highways have now appointed two people to take on the Stakeholder & Partnerships work Steve Hill and Jessica 
Macey who will be relaunching this work in the next coming months. 

We will increase opportunities to 
achieve biodiversity net gain

We will support the Sussex Local Nature 
Partnership in their ambition to take forward a 

Natural Capital Investment Approach
Enable

Sustainability Team Leader Catherine Cannon Economic recovery plan to 
incorporate natural capital 
approaches

Green officers from Economy and Sustainability met with the Local Nature Partnership to understand how we could 
incoporate this amibiton into the work. The latest Economic Reset Plan explicitly refers to the opportunities 
offered by nature. 

Enact provisions within the current water contract 
to deliver better oversight of water use, and 

delivery of efficiency measures.
Lead

Water Use across the 
estates

Energy Services Manager Steven Fall Agree proposals for installation 
of AMR at our large 
consumption sites.

Green Quote received and specifics discussed with incumbent supplier. Awaiting formal proposal from supplier, before 
raising PO for specified works and subsequent site visits and AMR installs. We have a clear idea of how this 
process will work, and how data will flow into our energy management database for monitoring/reporting. 
Further discussion will need to be held with colleagues in FM on how we can best use the automatic monitoring 
system for fast response reactive issues. 

Seek to make the reduction in print seen during 
Covid 19 working arrangements business as usual. 

Lead

 Head of I.T. Stewart Laird Green We are presently (further) evaluating our future print demand, both on the basis of COVID driven demand drop 
off, but also the potential impacts of council premises rationalisation.
Optimum utilisation of existing print devices along with scenario planning on likely future demand will be 
factored in to future procurements to ensure future balanced procurements

Explore opportunities for reuse of displaced / 
surplice IT equipment. 

Lead

 Head of I.T. Stewart Laird Green This item in part is/will be driven by actions taken resultant on exploration of how maximising the use of 
technology can reduce carbon emissions

We will ensure that we maximise the recycling 
opportunities from our own buildings.

Lead

Waste Commissioning and 
Infrastructure Manager

Paul Madden Amber CHN installed with new contractor for increased recycling at the site 

Food waste collection scheme will be rolled out in 
line with Government policy by 2023.

Enable

Development and Performance 
Manager, Wastes

Kelly Heller Identified a district / borough 
partner to run a food waste 
collection trial 

Amber On track - working with WCA to input food waste collections trial. Cabinet Meeting on 16th November where it 
is hoped that the trials will be approved ready for a launch date of March 3rd 2021

Continue to promote and support Refill across 
West Sussex

Inspire

Sustainability Team Leader Rachel Carruthers Promote Refill campaigns to 
residents via social media 
channels.

Green Shared on WS Climate Pledge, Refill West Sussex details of Refill Refreshed - launched Oct 1st, some WSCC 
promotion but limited due to response/focus on Covid messaging.

Reduce further our use of single use plastics  Lead

Sustainability Team Leader Rachel Carruthers Reviewing the plastics action 
plan to ensure current 
opportunities are identified and 
there is a plan to address them.

Green Work not yet started, will complete Quarter 3.

Explore the Extended Producer Responsibility for 
packaging by 2023 which incorporates the full 

lifecycle impacts of products, and assess if it would 
be beneficial to adopt WSCC

Lead

Sustainability Team Leader Ruth O'Brien Green Work hs not yet started on this workstream

Social Value Framework and Indicator set is 
launched and widely used across the organisation

Lead -

Head of Procurement and 
Contract Services 

Ruth Roberts N/A

Framework is finalised and 
published, with introductory user 

support

Green on track to deliver targets set for Q3. initial training already delivered to commissioning managers in the 
Community of Practice session in September. 

Collect and collate social value data to understand 
performance across the organisation

Lead -

Head of Procurement and 
Contract Services

Ruth Roberts N/A

Reporting standards and a 
system for collating data are 
agreed by the Procurement 

Team

Green Q2 activity completed. Q3 on track

We will use resources efficiently and economically 

We will take a whole-life approach to our product selection and 
purchasing.

We will procure and source our resources responsibly.

We will adapt and be resilient to a changing 
climate 

We will be an adapted and resilient organisation.

We will adapt and build resilience to extreme weather events, 
such as heatwaves and flood

We will source and use resources sustainably 

We will take positive action to 
sequester carbon in the natural 

environment.



Working with partners to agree a plan for green 
tourism

Enable Plan agreed
Experience West Sussex Team 

Lead
Jo Williams

Red Due to the Covid hitting the tourism sector in a unprecedented way, all work is focusing on emergency planning 
and recovery. Sustainability discussions are still taking place and a webinar on greener destinations is planned 
for early 2021. South Downs National Park is a key partner for tourism delivery for EWSP and there is a good 
working relationship. Working to increase SDNPA content on EWSP website. EWSP looking to support The 
National Park Experience Collection development from November to March 

Work in partnership to seek to benefit from any 
Nature Capital funding available through Coast to 

Capital LEP, in particular through offsetting of 
infrastructure projects.

Enable
Natural Capital funding 

secured 

Economic Growth Team Lead Sarah Bennetts Green LoCASE funding bid successful in securing funding to deliver business support and grants to the businesses in the 
Sustainability and Green Energy Sectors. We are currently looking to secure an additional £500K of funding for a 
grant programme to assist businesses who are looking to upgrade premisis and equipment or purchase new 
equipment that is sustainable. 

Seek to secure potential funding from remaining 
ERDF programme budgets to benefit the green 
economy. This includes through the hot house 

programme, the Research and Innovation Sussex 
Excellence (RISE) project and the Lo Case project.

Enable
Businesses funded and 

supported
Economic Growth Team Lead

Sarah Bennetts Submit LoCASE funding bid
**
Review Covid recovery plans for 
relevant funding opportunities

Green Natural Capital is listed as feature of Coast to Capital LEP's new Infrastructure Strategy - Build Back Stronger 
Smarter Greener. There is an indication that potential funding will be linked to this priority. 

Reaserch and identify ways to provide information 
and guidance to local businesses on increasing 

resilience, with a particular focus on local suppliers. 
Inspire Sustainability Team Leader

Rachel Carruthers Green Contacted Sustainable Business Partnership, as yet no response.  Also shared the 3rd Sector Tool with them.

We will investigate the potential for using local 
food suppliers throughout our business operations, 

and seek opportunities to promote local and 
seasonal food

Lead

Sustainability Team Leader

Rachel Carruthers Green Work not yet started.

Explore and seek to utilise colaborative funding  
mechanisms  that can support the scope and pace 

of work we deliver.

Lead Delivery of Financing Routes 
To Enable Action

Sustainability Team Leader Lee Hill Monitor monitor perfomance of 
the West Berkshire Council 
Community Municipal Scheme 
to inform consideration of a 
potential West Sussex scheme.

Green Monitoring of funding progress for the West Berkshire Council CMS underway. Target funding level they sought 
now appears to have been met in full and will therefore now seek to engage directly with West Berkshire Council 
and gauge for their perspective and feedback on the funding route (to enable completion of planned Q3 target). 

Grant funding via the central government Public Sector Decarbonisation scheme also being explored, in 
conjunction with Energy Services, with a view to supporting decarbonisation projects in the Estates. 

Support and enable E.Y.E (Eco Young and Engaged) 
Project in delivery of environmental education for 

schools
Enable

No. of schools/pupils 
engaged

Sustainability Team Leader Rachel Carruthers 1st online virtual summit 
delivered.

Green Successful delivery of 1st virtual summit.  Gatwick summit now being planned for Quarter 4.  New Project Officer 
to be employed as existing has handed in notice.

Understand the need and develop a suitable suite 
of training programmes, accessible to all staff and 

members. 
Lead

Sustainability Team Leader Rachel Carruthers Draft a sustainability training 
module for all staff to access.

Green Sustainability module with L&D.  Carbon Literacy training inhouse being developed.

Deliver a programme of corporate communications 
for all staff on climate change activity and how they 

can get involved. 
Lead

Head of Communications Philippa Terry Eld Understand resource needed for 
the next year 

Amber Climate change strategy lead item in e-newsletter to all Place directorate. Plans for rolling communications to all 
staff on key issues at relevant times through other internal channels being worked on. 

Identify, secure resource and train for the skills 
needed across the organisation to match the 

ambition in the strategy.
Lead

Director for HR and OD Colin Chadwick

The People Strategy will reflect the commitments of 
the Climate Change Strategy in how and where our 

staff work. 
Lead

Director for HR and OD Colin Chadwick Review People Strategy to 
ensure commitments are 
incorporated

Member Information Network and Member 
Bulletins regularly updated on climate change 

information (NOT formal reporting)
Lead Quarterly updates

Sustainability Team Leader Catherine Cannon Green No work has been completed to date, but this is in line with the planned schedule, where work will start in 
Quarter 3. 

Deliver a Member training day on climate change Lead Training delivered
Sustainability Team Leader Catherine Cannon Green No work has been completed to date, but this is in line with the planned schedule, where work will start in 

Quarter 3. 

Ensure all decision reports clearly capture the 
climate change impacts of each Decision

Lead

Sustainability Team Leader Lourdes Madigasekera-Elliott Green Draft tool developed and seeeking cabinet members view on th 19th of October.  Work has strated ahead of 
scheduel as already delivered Quarters 3 and 4. 

All relevant new plans and strategies will include 
climate resilience and adaptation indicators. 

Lead

Sustainability Team Leader Lourdes Madigasekera-Elliott Green Work isn't due to start until quarter 3.

The Economic Reset Plan will recognise the issue of 
climate change when considering the long-term role 
of Gatwick and its impacts on people, businesses, 
and places.       

Lead
Mike and Carolyn not happy 

on this one - will need 
further work 

Executive Director, Place Services Carolyn Carr Place on agenda for Climate 
Change Board

Green Economy Reset Plan has been written with consultation from Green Energy and Sustainability Teams. 

We will provide regular briefings to our local MP's 
where we identify opportunities to consider climate 

change. 
Lead

Head of Policy Andy Smith/Catherine Cannon Identify opportunities e.g. Nick 
Gibbs for school (education, 
buildings) and Gillian Keegan 
(apprentices, skills). 

Green Approach to MPs briefing amended - with monthly meetings between Leader and MPs.  Need to agree with 
sustainability colleagues about when best to add item on climate change

We will liaise with other public sector bodies for 
collective lobbying to enable a clear voice to be 

heard
Lead

Head of Policy Andy Smith/Catherine Cannon Identify programme for 
influence to SE7, Transport for 
South East, LGA/CCN networks

Green Ensure Leader/others appropriately briefed for County Councils Network and SE7 meetings where climate 
change is an agenda item.

We will provide evidence to the House of Commons 
Select Committees to enable the action and 

ambition of our organisation and our communities 
to be heard nationally

Lead

Head of Policy Andy Smith/Catherine Cannon Identify appropriate select 
committee agenda.

Green Continue to monitor Parliamentary select committee business.

Corporate communications ensure that the climate 
impact is highlighted where relevant

Lead
% of non climate specific 

communications that draw 
links to climate impacts

Head of Communications Philippa Terry Eld Amber Consideration of this is being taken when planning communications across all portfolios of the council to ensure 
opportunities to highlight work to mitigate and adapt to climate change and to support the green economy are 
taken. Limited progress due to current focus on Covid-19 messaging. 

We will work with local interest groups to 
understand their expectations for county council 

led communications and build and deliver a 
communications and engagement plan that reflects 

their feedback. 

Inspire

Sustainability Team Leader Rachel Carruthers Green SECA to be involved in Local Partnerships Communications and engagement project.  Other local interest groups 
will be contacted during course of the project (Oct 2020 to Jan 2021)

We will ensure all our communities understand our 
ambition and how they can take action themselves.

Inspire

Head of Communications Philippa Terry Eld identify resource for 
communications for climate 
change work

Amber Planning for future campaign underway.

Share best practice and evidence to strengthen 
local climate change planning policies

Enable

Local Plans and Policies - 
County Council and District 

and Borough Annual 
Monitoring Reports 

Head of Planning Services Caroline West Respond to Local Plans when the 
opportunity arises

Green Commenting on Local Plans as prepared following consulting services,. We will also consider the strategy in the 
next preparation of a statutory plan for the county, as appropriate.

Champion a Health in All policies approach which 
includes an Environment in All Policies approach 
(Our Planet, Our Health). Share best practice and 

evidence 

Lead Delivery of Health in All 
Policies (HiAP)

Director of Public Health Lourdes Madigasekera-Elliott Green First draft completed. Internal connusltation completed and draft framework is now out for external 
consultation till the 26.10.20. The frameowrk will be presented at a cross-portfolio meeting on 29.10.20.  

We will support and grow our local green economy 

We will promote green tourism

We will transform how we work

We will enable sustainable 
business growth

We will take advantage of natural capital investment funding 
when available 

We will enable green skills development

We will equip our staff with the skills, tools and support to deliver 
our commitments through every aspect of their work

We will challenge and support others to follow our example

We will find innovative solutions and collaborative ways of 
working and with all partnerships to benefit from the 

opportunities posed by climate change.

We will ensure all our decision-making processes visibly take into 
consideration our ambitious County Council commitments on 

tackling climate change.

We will lobby for change in national policy where our current 
statutory obligations do not allow us to match our ambition.  

We will create a culture of shared responsibility and ownership 
across our organisation

We will encourage sustainable 
business


